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ABSTRACT

A one dimensional numerical method has been employed to construct the concentration

profiles in front of growing crystal interface under the normal conditions and the growth rate,

thickness, and dimensionless concentration profiles of Gallium Phosphide (GaP) and Gallium

Antimonide (GaSb) in Ga-rich solution are computed by Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE), The

LPE technique is particularly useful for the growth of ill-V compound semiconductors, such

as GaP and GaSh, where the metals, e.g. Gallium (Ga) in the group III elements serves as a

solvent element and can make the solutions at equilibrium temperal11TC. One-dimensional

solute diffusion model equation has been solved numerically by the Laplacian centered

difference approximation. Then the concentration profiles of soiute atoms (i.c" Phosphorus

and Antimony) in the melt, in front of a growing crystal interface during the liquid phase

epitaxial growth at different cooling rates have been simulated by the help of the computer

simulation technique. The data obtained from the simulation study has been used to calculate

the growth rate, the thickness of the grown layer and the dimensionless concentmtion

parameter of GaSb and GaP for dIfferent growth parameters, such as time and temperature.

Our model has been applied to calculate the average thickness of the grown solid as a

function of lime and these theoretical findings have been compared \vith the reported

experimental values. A good agreement has been found between our findings with the

reported experimental val\les.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Every new solid state devicc needs a single crystal and the e.>.ploration in

developmcnt of those devices requires much new eryslals, which have to be grown and

fabricated in order to assess their device properties. The ever increasing application of

semiconductor based electronics creates an enormous demand for high quality crystals, and

that's why the task for the science and technology of crystal growth has been dcveloped

nowadays.

In the last two decades a drastic change in the performance of c1cctronic and

photonic devices has been occllrred based on heterostmcture, quantum well superlattice

and other similar low dimensional stmctmes (Haug 1988; KOlling and Jorke 1985; Greene

el al 1987). Such kind of stmcture can be grown only by me~1l5of epitaxial growth. The

tern] 'Epitaxy' refers to the ordered arrangement of some material, oriented growth of

epilayers on a single crystalline substrate, ~o (hat the atomic planes in contact have unit

cells that match each othcr in shape and size. If the epilaycr is grown epitaxially on a

substrate of thc same material, it is called homoepitaxy, e.g" Gallium Arsenide can be

grown on a Gallium Arsenidc substrate. \\'hen the cpilayer is grown on a foreign substrate

thcn it is called hetcrocpitaxy, a' Gallium Arsenide is grown on a Silicon subslTate.

In rccent years the epitaxial growth techniques have superseded thc bulk growth for

the fabrication of electronic circllits because the eleetromc circuits nccd only few mlcron

dimensions(Kuphal 1994). By using the epitaxial growth the growth time can be reduced,

cost can bc wafered, and also the wastagcs of matenals can bc saved during growth,

cutting, polishing ctc. The uniformity in the composition, controlled growth parameters and

hctlcr analysls orthe growth lhelf is thc main advantagc oflhe epitaxy.
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Among different types of cpimxial growth techniques such as Vapour Phase

Epitaxy (VPE), Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE), Molecular Beam Epitaxy

(MSE), Chemical Beam Epitaxy (eBB), Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE), Liquid Phase

Electro-Epitaxy (LPEE) and LIquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE), the LPE is the subject of our

interest. The present investigation deals with the one-dimensional numerical analysis of

liquid phase epitaxial growth of III-V binary semiconductors and heat transport in the melt

dUring the LPE gro"th.

1.1 DIFFERENT TYPES OF EPITAXIAL TECHNIQUES

1.1.1 Vapour Phase h"'pitaxy (VPE)

Vapour Phase Epitaxy (VPE) is the condensation process of the material from its

own vapours, where the group 111-V chemical compounds (organic or inorganic) react with

the other materials to form the compOi.lnd scmiconductor on thc suitable substrate surface

by transporting the chemical compound from thc gas phase state to solid"vapour interface.

In the VapO\lr Phasc Epitaxy the growth is controlled hy the partial preSS\lre of each of thc

components of the source material.

The major advanlages ofVPE are

(i) High purity and less defect wafer can he grown from high purity charges,

(ii) Th~ epitaxial growth on large waf~rs and on multiple wafers is possible

simultaneously.

1.2.2 Meta!"rgUllic Vapour PI"Lle Epitaxy (MOVPE)

Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) is an important epitaxial crystal

growth techniquc. The tenn .metalorganic' refers to any compound containing metal atoms

in combmation with organic radicals, wher~as the term 'organometalic' rctcrs to those

compounds in which the carbon atom is directly bound to lhe metal atom. Vapours of

organometalic compounds are used to transport alleas! one of the primary Iilm constituents

(Ludnw;se 1985, Stringfellow 1989).
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The major disadvantages of MOVPE technique arc its high cost, the use of highly

hazardous starting materials and (oxicity of the waste materials. MOVPE technique has

been used to grow variety of compound semiconductors such as GaP (Li el al 1989),

GaAs,_,P, (Cao el a11989).

1.2.3 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (iI/BE)

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) can be defined as a process of depositing epitaxial

thin films which involves the reaction of one or more thermal beams of atoms or molecules

under high vacuum conditions with a crystallme surface. The beams arc thermally

produced in Knudsen type effusion cells. The cells are accurately controlled. A

sophislic<l(ed set-up is required for MBE growth process due to high vacuum and close

controls involved.

By using MBE growth, it is possible to grow high quality GaAs and AlAs layers at

very low substrate temperature (2000 C) by enhancing the migration of the materials

evaporatcd on the growing slirface (Ilorikoshi 1986). It is also possible to produce

multilayered structures including supcr-lattices with layer thickness as low as loA for

double heterostructure lasers and waveguide applications (Vaya J989).

The disadvantage of MBE growth is the difficulty in growing phosphurLls-

containing materials. Phosphorus is found to hOlmee around in the system, ultimately

collecting in the vaClium pumps. In addition, the growth of alloy containing As and P is

particularly difficult.

1.2.4 Chemica! Beam hpitaxy (CRE)

Chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) is a techniql.le for the grm,th of InP based materials

with MBE. In other words it is a technology ror doing in-situ characterization with

MOVPE, In CBE growth process, bcams of compounJ chemicals directly impinge onto a

heated substrate surface. To produce the epitaxial film on single crystalline substrate with
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the incorporation of the desired elements is the result of decomposition of the arriving

chemicals under properly controlled conditions.

The eBE technique has heen used to gro" a wide range of device stmcturcs

including optoelectronic \.kviccs such as InGaAsP lasers, Bragg refractors and Inl' based

chamlel high e1cctron mobility transistor. For the growth of InGaAs / InP quantum well

structures (Anta/in; el a11992) and the growth ofInGaAs(P) IlnP heterostructurcs (Gotoda

el a11994) CBE techniqu.e has been used.

The advantage ofCBE arc:

i) The capability to grow high-quality InP-based materials.

iil Fewer amounts of decomposition 50l.lTCe materials (AsH} and PHJ) is

required for the growth of GaAs and [nP based materials compared to

MOVPE.

iii) More homogeneity and good uniformity. and

iv) Vacuum in-situ diagnostics.

1.2.5 Af",,,ic Layer EpitlL'C}' (ALl:-j

Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) is a well known teclmique for the fabrication

of compound scmiconductorn film. The techmque utilizes either In MBE or Chemical

Vapour Deposl(ion approach. In this method, a monolayer of each constituent atoms or

molecule is laid down separately in place of having mixed flux at the substrate. Conditions

are established when (he bonds are stahle, For example, in the gro\\1h of GaAs by ALE,

fi,.,.t layer of As is deposited on the substrate and excess arsenic is swept out of the system.

This layer is followed by a flux of gallium that reacts wl(h arsenic layer, filling up sites to

complete a layer of galliulll and the compound Gat\.s. Again excess galhum is removed

from the system.

1.2.6 Liquid Phase EfFctro-Epituxy (LPEE)

Liquid Phase Electro-Epitaxy (LPEE) is a constant temperature growth method

which is ini(iatcd and sustained by passing an electric current through t~e solution and the
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substrate. The growth takes place at a constant fumace temperature and the direct current is

the sole externally applied driving forces. One of the principal advantages of liquid phase

dectroepitaxy (LPEE) is the possibility of contrullmg the composition ofthc solid phase by

changing the electric current (Zhovnir and 7akhlen}"k 1985). Liquid phase electro-epitaxy

(LPEE) is one of the noble techniques for the growth of compositionally uniform,

controlled thickness and low dislocation ingots ofIII.V compounds semicondllctors.

1.1.7 Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE)

Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) has provc<.lto be a versatile technique to grow

semiconductor layers for material investigations and device applications. Today, in spite of

the availability of highly sophisticated epitaxiallechniques like MBE, eBE and MOVPE,

lhe exploration and development of many devices are still carried oul using LPE (Kuphal

1994). ThIS is essentially duc to thc simplicity of the technique, high crystalline quality of

the grown thin films and inherently less hamlflIl to the environmcnt bccansc the raw

matenals and thc waste products are les~ toxic and not pyrophoric than that of the other

lechniqnes. Our present work is based lIpon thc Liquid Phasc Epitaxy and the process is

discussed In Chapter Two in detail.

Tn our prescnt work we have developcd a onc-dimcnsional diffusion equation

and solved it numerically. We have also constructcd thc concentration profiles of Sb and P

atoms in thc Ga-rich solution in front of thc growing crystal interface, calculated the

thickness of the layer as a function of time and as flInclion of temperature, the

dimensionles~ concentration parameter is also calculated. Finally Our theoretical result has

been compared with the reported experimental values.
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CHAPTER 2

THE PROCESS OF

UQUID PHASE I!:PIT AXY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) means the growth of thin films from slipersaturated

metallic solutions on a crystalline oriented substmte (Kuphal /994). This technique is

convenient for the growth of III-V compound semiconductors. In this process the solvent

element oftlle constituent of the growing solid (e.g. In or Ga) is incorporated in to the solid

only as a dopant. The solvent contains a small quantity of a solute (e_g. As in Ga) for

epitaxial growth of GaAs layers which arc transported towards the liquid-solid interface.

The process is controlled best ifthl, transport occurs only by difrusion i.e. the drivmg force

in the solution is a concentration gradient of the solute. The growth boats arc commonly

designed such that, essentially, only (hffasion perpendicular to the interface occurs;

convection and surface tension related to the transport are suppressed. The temperatl.lre

gradient is minimized by utilizing larger dimension of the substrate compared to the height

and radius of curvature of substrate, Applying these constraints, the LPE process can be

treated as one dimensional and two dimensional diffusion process in which the growth rate

is found to be diffusion limited. In LPE growth process, the relationship between the

temperature and the solubility as predicted by the phase diagram has to be utilized for the

analyzing of the growth process.

There are four steps involved in LPE techniq"e:

i) preparation of the saturated solution containing a quantity of solute at the

saturation temperature,
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ii) supersaturated solutlOll is ohlainod by cooling the saturated solution to the

growth temperature,

iii) contact is kept between the tiolution and the ,ubstrate for a particular time

3ppropriate 10(he required layer lhickncss, and

Iv) removing the substrate from the sol\ltion whIch !cmlinates the gro'Wth.

2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF LPE

The LPE growth is gcncrJlly classified mto four techniques as follows:

a) Tipping tcchmque

bl Dipping technique

c) Sliding technique, and

d) Sandwich technique

a) Tippillg techllique

Tipping technique was first introdllccd by Nelson (1963). In this technique the

substrate 18 held tightly hound at (he upper end of a graphite boat and the growth solutIon is

place<.lat the other end. The solution IS brought in to contact with the substrate by tipping

the furnace, Then the furnace is ,lowly cooled and an epitaxial layer is !,'Town on the

substrate. The growth is terminated by tipping the funlaee hack to Its onginal position after

growing a desired thickness of epitaxial layer on the ,ubstrate. Figure (2.1) shows a

schematic diagram \If the tipping technique of LPE system. Eau.,er el al (1974) modified

the Nelson's tIpping LPE technique as shown in figure (2.2a), where the quartz tube

including the emeible is lipped arounu the longlludinal axis. This technique produces

excellent layer pUlity. This is due to the fact that the boat uesign is very simple and the

graphite 'Walls me rather thm. Since no sliding of graphite parts occurs so that no uust
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---'Hlilow
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Figure (2.1) Schematic diagram ollhe tipping technique of LPE growth system
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Figure (2.2) Dlllerent designs of lipping boat. a) a simple tipping boal, bJ ~
cornbi"atlon belween a tipping arid a slider bo,,!, c) a lipping slide'
bOd! with the ab,llty to be rot~ted by 3600
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can be Introduced by abrasion. The disadvantage of this tcclmique are (i) the thickness

Jl0mogencity is only moderate due to 1\'0 dimensional diffusion in (he solution,

(li)only single epitaxial layer can be grovm, and (Iii) the solution can not be protected

against c\uporation of the volatile clements. To overcome the prohlem of growing

multilayer ill Rauser tcchmquc, Kaufman" and Helme (1977) developed <l new technique

which is capable 10 produce multIlayer. In tact, it is a combination of tipping and slider

boat as shown in figure (2.2b). In this ca,e the SOlU1Wllis brought in to the substrate by

tipping. the sul1',tratc is transported hy a slider from one compartment in to the next when

the SQJulWl1;0 TlO!in cont~ct "illl the substrate. To 5lart and stop the deposition. the

constructions ha'-e (0 he rotated forward and backward m these techniques As a

conscqucnce. thin layers arc tapcred, because the solution rests for a longer (ime on one

:;lde of the substrate than that on the other. Thl, disadvantage was Imer overcome by an

impro,ed version of the tipping slider boat (Kuphal 11)1)4)which ean be rotated by }60" as

sho"n in ligurc (2.2e),

b) DippillK technique

The Dipping techmque consists of a \'erlieal fUnlace and growth tube with the

graphite crueihle which contains the solution at the lower end as ~h(l\\n in ligure (2.3) The

substrate fbed 111a movable holder" Inl(ially positioned above the solll11on. Growth IS

lllllialeu hy immersing tile sul1';lrate 10 the solution al the desired growth temperature and it

is terminated by withdrawal 01' the substrate from the solution, The main disadv~ntage of

this technique is that, thc thickness is not homogencolls,

The (hpping technique has been Improved by t\VO Geml~ll Immufacturers for

multilayer growth, In this case, a horizonlal furnace and two large-volume horizollial

solution containers are uscd. One hundred parallel-positioned 2 incb wafers are

simultaneously dipped into onc solution. The ,ollltions arc used only once, bul can he

recycled. This lechmquc allows the growth ofdoublc layer, and it is extremely \\ell suited

for the mass production of LED wafeTs, where thickness homogeneity is not so Important

(KuphaI1994).

•••
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Figure (2.3): LPE growth apparatus employing the dipping technique
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c) Sliding ted",iqllc

The sliding technique is the horizontal lllultibin-siidel' system, \vhich is useful

for the growth of multilayered stmcturc (Pan/sir el al IY70). This teclmiquc is almost

generally lLsell lor the growth of heterostructure, for example as in laser diode. [n the

most simple case the hoat consists of a substrate holder with the substrate in a recess

and the slider conlaining the dirrerenU}, composed solutions in its bins as sho\\'11 in

figure (2.4) ( Kuphal /994j. As the solution generally docs nOI Slick to purified

graphite, they can be w']Jed QITthe Sllhslrale by the graphite walls of the slider to

tennill~(e the growth. The slider is moved by a horizontal fused silica push rod, which

is actuated by hand or, in modern versions, by a computer-controlled stepper motor.

The pushing direction is for0ard and bacbvard, also allowing lhe gro\\th of

multilayer frolll neighboring solution, The minimum growth time reqUlred for a single

layer IS about tenth of a second, "10 prevent the evaporation and contarnmall(lll, each

solution is usually protected by a graphite cover. \lostly in the slider boat designs, it

causes the wcHing problems to grow at lowcr temperatures. Piston boat design is used

lo o\'ercome lhis problem, The p';lon bo~t design IS shown In figure (2.5), rhe solution

u<;edfor the gro\\lh of one layer is pushed oul by [he solution used for the growth of

next lay~r and is controlled in a disposal bin, which is the advantage of the piston boat

LPE system.

If) Sandwich teclllliqul'

This ,yslem was ill'e;tigated by Suk('gawa ('I al (1988), figure (2,G) shows the

vie\\' of sandWIch growlh cell configuratiou, which consisis of two horizontal substrates set

face and kcpt 4mm apart in a graphite boat This gn1\\-[h proceeds by gradually lowering

the lempcratLlrc to maintain lhe sLlper-saluralion afler mtroducing a soturated solution

between the substrates.-The solution is gradually depleted of wlute In the vicinity of.a
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growing substrate. The solllle-deplelion convection is, in general, a spatially non-uniform

lime dependent macroscopic phenomenon The macroscopic phenomena along with the

T.PE growth \vhich is (0 be governed by the COllsep.."tlon of mass, balance of linear lind

~ angular momentum and conservation of energy. Moreo\'er the principle of conservation of

mass of solute species must also be invoked, since the sQlu\lon is assumed to be a binary

fluid mi,lurc (Kimura et al /994) Kanal el al (1997) descnbed the experimental results,

".here numerical simulation "'as performed in a sandwich cell. The result of the simulation

has sh()wn that the higher dIssolution rate on the lower substrate and higher grol':th rate On

the upper substrate arc a consequence of solute eonveetian,

2.3 ADVANTAGES OF LPE

I) "basie LPE growth system can be built at a \'Cry low cost. Almost all kinds

Qf pos"ble scmieonductars Ciln be grown Wilh thc little modifications of

LPE system.

2) In Ihis 5y;\em grown-in defects are llllllimum, ,ince it is an equilibrium

gro\\th proce,s. Thiek layers ean be grown \'ery easl1y due 10 yery higher

£1'O\\1h rale.

3) 'lhe U'E process IS inherentlY less hanllful 10 Ihc cm'lronment than (he

other tcchniqu~s due to i(s h1gh depo,ition ciftcicney and also the growth

materials are relatively s<lfe10handle.

4) LPE is well suited <ISan in(\u,lrial process, especially for the production of

green GaP LEOs, red AIGaAs LEDs and GaAs lREDs because of low eost

and device performance,

5) The LPE gro"th technique is much more sen:'ltive 10 the substratc

onenta(ion (han the other epita,i<ll lechl1lques, since it IS being a neaI-

equilibrium process.

•
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6) LPE-growll materials arc hest suiled for the fabrication of high quantum

efficiency optoelectronic devices.

7) The grown materials have good reproducibility and unlform;ty.

2.4 DISADVANTAGES OF LPE

t) LPE 15considered to be applicable only for the production of single device

but not lor integrated circuits,

2) A miscibility gap occurs in cel1~m alloy system, when produced by LPE

but not by other epitaxial methods.

3) LPE technique is not suitable fol' producing devices based on strained

layer,_

4} Conlml1illg the growth or each monolayer by a periodical; interruption of

the group J]] and group V Jluxes as in ALE is not possible with LPE

technique

5) The growing LPE cpilaycr surface is hidden by the metallic solution hence

.111 in-slill charac!erintion 0 r growi ng laycr is not possible.

6) For the produc\lOn of the device ,tructures lll\olvmg thm layers, super-

lalllce or quantum wells, LPE appear to be not suited. Th,S is essentially due

to (he moderate thickncss eontrol of thin layers.

2.5 R.t:VIEW OF LITERATlIRE ON LPE

The LPE teclmique was first demonslrated hy H.llrelson of Bell laboratories in

1963 by fabricating Ge tmmel diodes and GaAs lasen;. Today the use of LPE has becn

mainly concentrated on the growth of III-V compound semiconductors and its ternary

and quaternary alloys, Ill-V compound senllc(md<.lc\or5ha\'e received much attention due

to their use in fabricating mlcrowa"e and optical de\,ices. Many 'first' of ekctronic and

,
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optoelectronic devices were based on LPE structures such as LEDs, lasers,

photodelectors and solar cells. Later this technique was successfully used to make high

speed electronic de~iccs like GurUl diodes, Fleld-effeel transistors and he/erojuetion

bipolar transistors.

The visible LEOs are the earlicst applications from the growth materials by

LPE. These devices exhibit officient infrared methane gas sensors for (he cost effective

delection and monitoring ofme\hane gas in various applications.

Chell and fV" (1995) from the research institute of ElectTical Engineering Tsmg

Hun University, China have grown InGaAsP epitaxial layers by LPE using a horizontal

sliding boat system and fabricated orange light-emitting diodes. From the same institute,

Sun el «I (1996) have obtained high quality GaSh layer grown from Sb-rieh solution by

I.PE and fabricated GJSb pholodiodes which exhibits a low dark eurrent of 2!-LAat -5V.

Also it shows a high break down voltage or2S.7V al 20flA.

The advantages of using III-V malerials for photo-detector applications

compared 10 Si ands Ge, are that, the band gap of the material can be suitably chosen for

a particular wavelength region. Many IlT-V materials are direct bonds gap type, offering

high quantum efficiency and their high motilities give the possibility of high speeds

applications. Major kinds of photo-detectors arc of photodiode type. Some examples of

photo-detectors for longer wavelengths made for the first time by LPE are the pin-

pholodiodes from the systems of lnGaAsPi!nP (Wieder et al 1977), InGaAsllnP (Leheny

el a11979) and GaA1ShiGaSb (SukeRawa el at 1978).

Punish el al (1970) at Bell laboratories have devcIoped double-hetero-stmeture

AIGaAs/GaAs laser diode continuous-wave (CW) lasing at room temperature. Also the

conlinuous-wave (CW) operation of dOl.lble-heterostrueture (DH) lasers emitting at

wavcIength beyond Il-'m, realized in the systems of InGaAsPiTnP (H<ieh et al 1976) and
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AIGaAsSb/GaAsSh (Nahary eI 01 1976) were first successfully achieved with LPE

material.

One of the most challenging problems in heteroepitaxel' is the growth of layers

with thickness smaller than the electron free path, i.e., of around J Orun.Compared to bulk

layers lasers, improved characleristics are expected from sl.lch multiple ql.w.ulum well

active layers (lIaug 1988). Some 01"the examples of groVvl1thin layers by LPE are found

(Ohki el 011987; Csa et af 1987), including doping super-lattices (Ko"'''g and Jorkc

1985; Greene et III 1987).

Rolkhovityanove (1995) had grown pseudomorphic InGaAsP films with elastic

strains up (0 1% on GuA, substrate 01"(111) Olienlalion by LPE with a band gaps varies

from 1.8 to 1.4 aV. Zhurillel' et al (1998) have grown P-GaAs:Zn(IOO) epitaxial layers by

LPE from gallium and bismuth melts.

Some excellent reviews on the LPE technique have already been written by

several authors (Kresse! and Nelson 1973; Beltz and Baaser 1980; Stringfellow 1982;

Astles 1990: Kupha/ /994). In the past few years there have been many new

developments in LPE which makes the techniqllc attractive for the future as well. These

includes automation of the growth process for the hetter layer thickness control, melt

casting systems to facl!itale the work of weighing the source materials, 13rger wafer areas

up to 510nm in di3meter, multiple-wafer boat, refined b03t constructions, better control

of the layer morphology and a deeper theoretical lInderst3nding.
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CHAPTER 3

GROWTH KINETICS OF III-V COMPOUND

SEMICONDUCTORS IN LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY

In epitaxial grov,1h, nucleation is considered to be the initial and imporiant

stage. Nucleation can often be induced by external influences like agitation, mechanical

shock, friction, extreme pressures, electric and magnetic fields, spark discharge,

ultraviolet, x-rays, y-rays, sonic and ultrasonic iml(ilalion and so on. Recently it has

become possible in fa~orahlc cases to measure the aeam1 nucleation rates and their

variation with super-saturation and tempeTature (Adams et al 1984). In this chapter a

brief silicly of the nucleation kinetics, modeling of one dimensional solute diffusion

growth theory and the LPE growth process are given,

3.1 NUCLEATION KINETTCS

Nuc1eatiDn IS (he process of generating within a metastable mother phasc, the

initial fragments of a new and more stable phase capable of developing spontaneously

into gross fragments of the stahle phase. NucleatIon is consequently a study of initlal

stages orthe kinetics of such transformations, To occur the LPE growth, the nucleation

sites must exist on the sub8tralc surface, The nucleation is initiated at the interface

betwecn the melt and the substrate, a composItion gradient is e,tablished within the

mell, driving more materials to the interface. Al evcry point of tlle interface, the

composition gradient within the melt must have the same valuc and must be

perpendicular to the suh<;trate. Nucleation, like ordinary chemical kinetics, involvcs 3Il
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activation process leading to the formation of unstable intennediate stages of cmhT)'o.

If the embryo "rows to a partic\ll~r size ;'-;critical size C\ known as 'critical llUCleUS','" .~ .•....••
then there is greater prohabl1ity for (he lluc1eu, to grow. Thus the bilth of the critical

nucleus is an important event in the crystal growth and Ilucleation is the precursor 01'

crystal gro\\1h and of the overall crystallization PI'OCCSS(Michael 19(5). The cmical

nucleus process results from the excess 0 f surface energy which is sllfficient to produce

the aggregate as a neW phase in the presence of mother pha,>e (Ch"rr1Ov 1984).

l\'uclcmion may occur spontaneously or it may he induced ,1l11ficial1y.These

two cases are frequently referred to homogcnGOllS nucleation and heterogeneous

nucleation respectively lfthe nucleus is fonned homogeneously in the interior of the

parent phase, it is called homogenellu> nucleatIOn. On the other hand if the nuclei are

fonned homogeneously alOund ions, impurity molecules or Oil dust panicles, on the

surface or at stnlctural singularities such as dislocations or other imperfections, is

called heterogeneous nucleation.

3.1./ Free Energy offo""'arioll of a sphericalllllc/eus

]n thc nuclealion procc"" Sllper-;aluration plays an important role and is the

malll faclor controlling the rate of nucleation. The fomlatlon of" liquid micro-clusler

Ii-om the "LLper5atur<lted""pour or <1solid microcrystal from the liquid demand, a

certain quantity of energy to be ~pent in the creation of the new phase_ Once the

embtyo of the new phase is created, it will have energies associated with its volume and

surface. Let bG he the overall excess fr~~ energy of the embryo, then the free energy of

fOmlatlOnof a nucleus can be written as

6G - /'lOs + 6Gv (3. I)

where Ii.Gs is the l>urfaceexcess free energy (positive quantity), and 6<i" is the \'olume

excess free energy (negative quantity).

•
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The free energy offomlation for a spherical shape of nucleus of radius I, can be

expressed as (Hossain el a! 1999a).

, 3 , ,
Ii.G~41Cr0"+ -rtf" LIl,y

4
(3.2)

-Where a is the crystal solution interfacial tension and Ll.Gv Q which is relatcd to

supersaturating or super.coohng 0 is tlJe free energy change of the transformation per

unit voillmc, Since lhe surface energy term increases with r' and the volume energy

teun decreases with rl, the total free energy increases with the increase in the size orthe

nucleus, attains the maximum and decreases for the further increase in the size of the

nucleus as shown in figure (3.1)

The size corresponding to \vhich the free energy change is maximum, is known

as the critical radius and can be obt3ined by maximizing equation (3.2)

(3.3)odeW)
d,

According to the d3ssical theory of capillarity approximation, the surface

tension is assumed to be independent of (he sire of the IlUcleLls.Hence the size of the

critical nucleus IS,

2ar*=---
I'IGv

(3.4)

Substituting the vahlC of r* from equmion (3.4) in equation (3.2), the free

energy change associmed with (he formation of a critical nucleus is obtained as,

3
li.C*- 16Jl"CJ

3(LiGv)'
(3.5)
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If there are n mo1ccules per unit volume and if they ohey the Maxwell-

Boltzmann statistics, thon the concentration of nuclei of critical size can be expressed

AG*n*=ncxp (---)
kT

(3.6)

where L'l.O' is the total Gibbs free energy change ii.,[ the formation of the critical

nucleus, k is the Bollzmaan constant and T is the Kelvin temperature.

According to the classical nucleation theory the number of critical nuclei

formed per unit time per unit volume is known as the rale of nucleation, and is given

by,

"G'I=Aexp(---)
kT

where I is the nucleation rate and A is a pre_exponential factor.

3.2 DIFFUSION LIMITED GROWTH THEORY

(3.7)

During the growth ill liquid phase epitaxy, solute elements arc transported

(owards the growth interface mainly by diffusion. 1'0 reahze (he growth kinetics of the

epilayers, the infonnation of concentration gradient of the solnte atoms in front of the

growing crystal solution interface is very essential. Theoretical modeling and

computational methods plays a key role in analyzing the kinetics of ).'fow(h process and

are aimed to make the experimental research more reliable, accurate and efficient. For

the design of experimental apparatus and to l.mdcrstand the growth process, preliminary

computation arc often help f\ll

•••
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3.2.1 O"e dimemiollol diffusion limitedgrowl"

One dlDlcnslCInal dlffU8ion limited growth theory has been widely used (0

explJin the LFE growlh kmellcs for a wide range of temperature and different growth

teclmlque; (emssley "lid Smull 1971; Cross!ev "lUI Smafl 1972; l-'an cr 01 J986:

Tmeger el ill 19M'; Dobosz alld 7ylk1ew;cz 1991, Di=aji and Dhallilsekanill 1996).

Based on this Iheory, the LPE growth or some hinarics (InAs. GaAs, InP etc) and

ternaries (InGaP, A1GaA" GaAsP etc) of Jll-V compounds semiconductor materials

ha\"c already been numencally simulated. Detal1s of the one dimensional diffusion

limited growth theory are gi,cn as follows.

3.2.2 One dimensiOllal mothellllllica/modeling

The diffusion limited growth is possible only when (he interface kinetics is

cxtrcmely fast. For the growth of binary TIT-V compound, one dimensional ,olute

diflilsion equalions are gi"en (A.llies 1990) as,

8C = D iJ'C(~t,t) .;.R
v
OC(x,l) (3.8)

ill ilx. ilx

\vhere q",l) lS the solllle concentratlOn m the binary solntioll" x is the distance in the

solution from thc solid-liquid inteTfacc and pcrpcndicular to the ;ub~trate, t is the

gr(m'th tlme, D is the diffusion coefficient ofsolutc atoms in !he solvent, and R, i~ the

interface velocity (by which the mterlace moves in to the 501Lllion), The interface

\'eloclty, R" IS low enilLlgh that the tern] [Rv eCJ in the equation (3.8) is negligible.a,
This as,umption has been reported (Moo1l1974) for LPE growth.

Therefore (he equation (3,8) can be expressed for thc binaries LPE growth as

anx,!) _ D 8'C(x,l)
ill ex' (3.9)
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3.3 LPE GROWTH PROCESS
There are three important LPE gro\\'th techniques, namely: the equilibrium-

cooling technique, step-cooling techniqLle and super-cooling technique. The typical

temperature-time profile during the different LPE growth process is shown in figure

(3.2). In these techniques, the system " initially heated above the saturation

temperature, Ts, in order to obtain a homogeneous mixture of the solution constituents.

Then it is cooled down, and the substrate is brought mio contact with the solution at the

starting temperature T~.The growth is then lenninaled at the end temperature, TE~'j),by

removal of the substrate, and the fllrnacc is subsequently cooled down quickly to avoid

any thermal degradation of the grown layer (Kuphal 1994).

To find out the equations of epitaxial layer thickness as a function of growth

time for different growth techniques from the solution of the solute dIffusion equation,

we ha\'e considered the following principal assumptions:

1) There is no solute diffusion in the solid phase.

2) During the growth, at any given instant the solute concentralion in the

solution at the growth interface is given by the liquids curve - i,e., the

liquid and solid are in equilibrium at the interface.

3) The solute eoneentralion at the tree surface of the solullon does 110tchange

during a growth nm - i.e., (he solulion is semi-infini Ie.

4) The diffusion coefficient and the slope of the liquids curve are constant

during each growth run for the hinary compounds.

Some authors (Moon 1974; Hsieh 1974, lIossain Md, Moslak 1999)

developed different equations for layer thickness as a function of lime rOT binary

compounds by solving one dimensional solute diffusion equalion with appropriate

boundary conditions, Kuphal (/994) derived the equation of layer thickness as a

function oftime for many component systems. The equations for epitaxial layer
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thickness 35 3 funclion of time for binary compounds are derived here for the

different LPE techniques by using the solution of onc dimensional solute diffusion

equation for the Ca';Cof scmi-infim!e growth solution ami finite growth solution .

.~.3.1 Equilibrium-CfJoliu{:techniquc

In equilibrium-cooling technique, the solution is brollght in to contact with (he

substrate at (he salUration temperatuTC and solution becomes in equilibrium at (he moment

olthc contact. At the saturation temperature, T <;, the solution having uniforn] concentration

CG i,e., C(x,O) = Co for all positions ofx. Tbi, solution is then cooled at a constant cooling

rate, (t, such thm

(3.10)

At the time of growth, for small cooling intervals, the equilibrium solute

concentration is a linear function oftemperalure, i c., m = dTE / dCE, where m is thc slope

of liquid curve equal to I'I.T/ (Cu - C,). Here Co is the initial concentration given by the

liquids curve at temperature "1".\ !IIldC1 is (he conccntration given by thc liquids curve at the

temperature of(T:, - i'l.T)where AT is the degree or super-cooling.

for eqL1ilibriumcooling techniquc the boundary conditions are

C(x,O) = CG
illandC(O,t)=Co-- m

(3.11)

Using those boundary conditions the equation ror the thickness of the epitaxiallayer

as a function or time for equilibrium cooling teehniqL1e can be derived as(Moon 1974 .

l1sirh 1974),

do(t) =~(-;-)(D/ Jrt' I'"~
3 C,m

(3.12)
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where d is the layer thickness, D is diffusion coefficient of solute atoms in the solvent, and

Cs is the solute concentration in !he grown layer (solid)

3.3.2 Step-coolillg tech"ique

In the step-cooling technique, the substrate and the solution is cooled separately at a

constant ratc from salUration temperature, T5, till spontaneous precipitation formed in

the solution. When precipitation starts to form m the solution at a particular temperature

TA, the temperature is kept constant and the solution is brought into contact with the

substrate Llntilthe desired layer thickness is grown over the substrate.

For the step-cooling technique the boundary conditions are

C(x,O) =Co aml qO,t) = C1 (3.13)

where Cl is the solute conccntrmion given by the liquHl curve at (Is - fiT) and fiT is

the amount of super-cooling and it is small enough to avoid the occurrence or

homogeneous nucleation in the solution. Hence the boundary condition can be

expressed as,

(3.14)

Then the equation for the thickness of epitaxial layer as a function of time for

step-cooling tedmique can be found as (Moon 1974: H."jeh 1974),

d" (I) == 2i'lT(_I_)(D! frY;' f''"'
Cslfl

(3.15)

• ,
-'
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3.3.3 Super-coolinglec/Illique

The initial condition for technique are same as step-cooling technique, where

both the substrate and the solution are cooled separately at a constant rate a from the

salurallon temperature T, to TAand then the cOlltacllS made hetwe~n theln. The ~ystem

is then funher cooled allhc same rate umillhc growth is tennin~(ed, as lITeqUllibrium-

coohng techmq\le. Therefore super-cooling technique can be c01lSldered as a

combmatH)ll Q f 8lep-cooling technique and the equilibrium-cooling technique.

For the super-cooling tecmuque the boundar)' conditions are

C(x,O) = C~ and C(O,t) = C] - (uUm) = Co - (AT 1m) - (at/rn) (3.16)

where Co IS the irntial concentration of the solute in the solution, a is the constant

cooling rate. 111is the slope of the hquid curye. /';T is the amounl of super cooling and t

is the growth timc,

Dsing these boundar}, conditions the eqllation for thc thickness of epi laxial byer

as a function of\lme for ,uper-cnoling lechnique can be given by (Fe"g el a/ /980)

[ 1 XDJ'''[ 4]d(l)= -- - (2.1.Tt"')+(-:;-w'I')
CS"') " ~

d(t) = d~ (t) + do (t)

(3.17)

(3,[8)

As stated eaTher tbe ,>uper-cooling teebnique is a combination of step-cooling

tcehnique and (be cquilibrium-cooling teelmique. it was experimentally proved by
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Hsieh (1974) for GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) and Kao aJld Ekno;vall (1983) for GaP

(Gallium Phosphide). Figure (3,3) represents the thickness as a ['lnction of gro"lh lime

for GaP grown for different cooling techniqllcs.1t can be observed from the fLgurC that

at lower umts of time the experimental results arc very close to the theoretical line for

step cooling growth, \\.hereas the higher units 01' (ime, they come closer (0 Ih"l of

equllibrium cooling growth.

,-
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CHAPTER 4

GROWTH KINETICS OF III-V BINARIES FROM

LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY

4.1 IJVTRODUCTlOi'lj

During the liquid phase ep,(axial growth process, the solute concentratIon is

declined in fion! of the growing crys!"! solutioll inkrfac~, The heha\,jor of the solute

concen!ratlall at the interface can be delemlined from the concenlralH)l1 profiles. One

dimensional simulation of COllcentra\l()llprofiles of solute atom, ncar (he mterf~ce gives

the infOlTIlation about the reanHllgemelll of the solute aloms imIde the solution

[xpcrimentalists can employ the theoretical predictions for simulating the experimental

paramdep; numerically and u,ing th;" they can grO\v a device quality cry~(aL

]n the present \\ork, a physical model based on the one dimenSlonal diffusion of

lhe solute atoms have been ilpplied 10 binary J!I-V compound semiconductofs to analv~e

lhe ep'laxwl grll\\'lh mechanism. The two imporlant III-V bmary materials GaSb (Gallium

Antimonide) and Gal' (Gal hum Phosphide) have been cOllsl(iered for our simulation

.\1U<Jies.Galhum ,lllllmonide (GaSb) based compound sellllconductors have received

increasmg attenlion recently because the conesponding wavelengths of thelr alloys cover a

".ide spectral range from 1.24~m (AIGaSb or AIGaAsSb) 10 4.3J.lm (lnGaAsSb) (y"h-

MaoiJ et al /996). COllsequeJltiy, lhey have tum OUlto be promlsmg candidales fOf the

application in long wavelenglh la~ers <ludphoto detectors jar IIbrc optic communication

systcm (Mao and Kna 1993). Gallium phosphide (GaP) is an attractivG matcrial for its
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applications in red and green emitting electroluminescent dlOdes (Kresse! and Nelson

1973) and in detectors (Hug"" et a11991)

4.2 K/NEUe MODEL

In the ca~e of fast grov,1h, a kinetic mode! has heen developed to understand the

epitaxial grO\~th mechanism of GaSh and GaP based on the mass lnlnsport limited

(diffusion) model (Crossley and Smull 1971, DizaJi and fJnwwsekaran 1996) in which the

(Effusion of solute atoms in the solution occurs (owards the growmg crystal interface

The following equatIOn can be used to calculate the initial concentration of

solute atoms by using the binary hquids curve provided hy Punish alld IIegems (1972),

Hall(1!i63) which has been gi\'en in ligurc (4.1)

(4.1 )

where Cu and Xli are concentration and the atomic fraction of solL1teatoms (u = Sb or P)

respectively, and Co, is the concentration of solvent atom~ (Gallium) in the solutIOn. An

expres,ion for equilibrium concentration CE, at eqmlibrium temperatl.lre can be developed

as a functlOn of equilibril.lm temperature dependent on exponential form (Astles 1990)

,
CE=aexp(b --)

T
(4.2)

where a, b and care (hc constants (which ean be fOl.lnuby using curve filling method) and

T is the temperature in Kelvin.
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For our simulation study (he following assumptions have been considered:

1) When the solldion and substrate arc placed in contact. the solute

concentration in the solution at the growing interface follow the liquids

cm.•..c, i.e" the liquid and solid are in equilibrium at the Interface

2) The slope oflha liquids CUr\'e is constant dUling the growth process, and

3) The diffusion coefficient is constant in all directions (along the substrate

and perpendicular to the substrate) during the gro\~1hprocess.

4.1.1 N/llIler/cal SOIUTioll of one dimensional diffusi,," equatiO/1

A one dimensional model has been developed by assuming a solution "ilh (he

thickness 2.5 mm in front of the sub~trale The solution is divided into 50 equally spaced

segment of width E along the x-axis as shown in figUl'e (4,2). The segment numbcrs are 1,

2, 3 .,",., ,,1-.. ..,',. ,,50 with correspondmg concentrations Cl, C2, CJ. " .. C,

,.".,.".,',. ,C,o respectl\'ely, These concentratiolls represent the concentrations of

solute aloms (i e., Sb or P) in the soh'en( (i e., Ga). Tn (hlS ca8e, the solid composition is

assumed to be uniform and stoichlOmctnc,

Initially the solution is perfectly homogeneous and the concentrations of solCIte

atoms III the solution is CEo that is C(x, t = 0) = C[ for all the position along x axis, and 10

calculate successi\'e concenlration profiJes arrer successive time increments T. one can

write

C(x,t) ~ C(i,n); \'Ihere, x ~ if; and l = liT

where i is the segment number and n is the number oftimc cycles.

(4,3)

I
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The concentration of the solute atoms at the first segment is CI and the last

segment C,o , have heen decided by the boundary conditions. The concentration of solute

moms at the remainmg segments during the growth can be calculated by using forward

difference in time and the formula for the Laplacian based on a centred difference

appr()ximation for the second denvalivc in x axis (Richard 11aberman 1987)

Ld the concentrations at the points (1 + 1lE, iE and (i -1)10 be denoted by

C( i+l, n), C(i,n) and C(i-l, nl at the time t = nT respectively and the concentration at the

poillt i8 at the time t '" (n+l)1 is denoted by C( i, n+l), then by applying the Laplacian

approximation (Richard llaberman 1987), we obtain,

and

8C(x,i)
a.<

a'C(x,t)
ax'

[C(i +1,") - C(i -i,n)]

"

lC(i + I,n) - 2('(",n) +C(; -1, n)]
6:'

(4.4)

(4.5)

aC( .• ,t) [C(i,1I+1)-C(i,n)]
---0

01 r

Substituting equation (4.5) and (4.6) m equation (3.9), we get

[C(i," + 1)- C(i, ,,)] =n Ic(; + til) - 2CO,II) +C(i -1, n)]
T ~'

(4.6)

(4.7)

"
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Rearranging the above equation (4.7) we get the numerical solution for one

dimensional solute diffUSion equation as,

Dc [ . IC(i, n+ 1)= C(I,II) +-, C(i +1,") - 2C(i,n) +q, -l,n),

4.3 BOUNDARY CONDiTIONS

(4.8)

The following boundary conditions ,"v'ereapplied to simulate the concentration

profiles for liquid phase epitaxial growth of hi nary llI-V compound semiconductors.

a) When time t = 0, then C(i, 0) = CE

b) When time 12:O,th~n8C Ix="= 0
iJx

for all x values (0;5; i :;;50)

rurx~50,<;

cj When time t > 0, then C(Q. n) = CE forx=O(i=O)

(growth follows the hquid51ine)

d)When time 1<':1. then the concentration of other segments arc given by the

equation (4.8) for (1 " J :;; 49 ).

where CE is the equilibrium conccntmtion (inillal concentration) of solute atoms at the

initial temperature of the solution, C(O,n) i~the concentration of willte atoms at the

interface and x is (he distance for the advancing grO\~1hinterface.

4.3 DETERMINATiON OF SOME PARAMETERS

The concentration profiles of the solute atoms in front of growmg crystal

interface can he constructed during liquid phase epitaxy of ill-V binary compound

••

,
I
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semiconductors by usmg the equation (4.8) with appropriate boundary comhtions.

Applying the concentration profiles we can obtain dimensionless concentration

parameter, growth rate, average thickness of the epllaxial1aycrs etc.

4.4.1 Determillation of dime""io"less concentration parameter

A more powerful method of exhlbiling concentration profiles was found

(Wilcox 1982) to make use of the dimensionless concentration parameter, L" , (where u is

the soli.de atoms), defined as the difference between the original concentration, Co, at

infinity (Co = initial concentration of the solute atoms at the initial temperature) and the

concentration C at any point during the growth process, divided by the difference between

Co and the concentration CE at the growing crystal interface (which is a function of time or

growth temperature), i.e.,

c -cL ~_o__
" C,,-CE

(4.9)

The dimensionless conCetltration parameter, L,,, was found to scale v~ry nearly

as {Dt)"" espe~ially for moderate lime, up to 19.5 minutes Le.,

Co -C f[ , J
C,,-CE (DI)''l

(4.10)

The dimensionless concentration parameter docs not depend on diffllsion

coefficient and cooling rate but it depends on solubility on temperature or interface kinetics

coefficient. This paramet~r varics from one lo /.~ro,

•
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4.4.2 Determination a/growth rail' and thickneu for Olle dimellsiollo{

simlll11/ioll

The grmvth rate of the grown solid layer is delemlined by the rate at which

solute atoms diffuse towards the interface and incorporate into the growing crystal. The

following equations have been ~scd for the determination of growth rate and thickness.

An equation for the growth rate. R, can be obtained at the growing crystal

interface in tenus of a segmented solution (Crossley alld Small 1971) at the end of each

time step in the computation of the equation (4.8) as well as updated the equation of

equilibrium concentration CE as,

R = D[ C(l,n) - qo," + l)J
C[C, -((0,11+1)1

(4.1 1)

where C(O,n+I), C(1 ,n) and C, are the concentrations orlhe solute atoms at the interface of

(n+1)th time, first layer of nth time and in the solid hinary compound semiconducton,

respectivcly. The average thickness of the growth crystal at any gi, cn timc is obtained by

the summation of the growth rate as, (Hossam <,Ial1999)

d= I.Rr= I. Dr[C(I,n)-C(O,n+l)j
n+l n+\ .>[eS -C(O,JJ+1)]

(4.12)
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To calculate the successive concentration profiles, layer thickness,

dimensionless conccntratioll and average thickness of the solute (Sb or P) ~toms in the Ga-

rich solution, we have applied the proposed model to GaSb (Hossain er al 1999) and GaP

(Hossain el a11999a) for binary compO\lnds grown by hquid phase epitaxy 3nd the results

are presented as follows.

5.1 Gallium Antimonide (GaSb)

The equation for the eq\lilibrium (initiJl) concentration of antimony (Sb) in

Gallium (Ga) rich solution has been developed by using the solubility data reported by IJall

(1963) and by using the equation 4,2 (Astles 1990), as,

,> [ 8.65384
T
05 x to']CF =4.7197467xl0 -exp 7,7908844 (5.1 )

where T is (he temperature ill Kelvln of the substrate a\ any given instant of time. This

equation i, a fairly good representation of the Ga-Sb liquids line on the Ga-rich side for (he

temperature range bel\veen 673K and 873K. In !he simulation studies of GaSb LPE, the

value of the diffusion eoeflieient of Sb atoms in Cia-rich melt is assumed to be in order of

2xlO.' em2/sec. The equilibrium temperature Tf_ = 823K (Dutta et al 1995) has been used

in our simulation study.
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10 OUfpresent work we have conslructed the concentration profiles of Sb atoms

in lhe Ga-rich solution in front of the growing cryslal interface, ca1clliatcd the thickness of

the layer as a function of time and as function of temperature, the dimenSIOnless

concentration parameter is also calclilated. Also our theoretical result has been compared

with the reported experimenlal values, Our results are represented in the figures as shown

below.

5.1.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5.1 represents the dimensionless concentration profiles of the antimony

aloms at different growth temperatures in (he Ga-rich solution at the cooling rate 3K!min.

From the figure, it is seen that the dimensionless concentration parameter can have the

values which vary from 0 (0 I. It is calculated tllal thc dimen,ionless concentration

parameter were fitted by, (Wilcox 1982).

eXP[-1.332306-L4513239 x, +1.6371913~]
(Dr)'l- DI

(5.2)

for limes up to 19.5 minutes.

Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the concentration profiles of Sb atoms in GaSh

solution for different cooling rate, O.3K!min, IKJmin and 3K/min respectivcly. It is seen

from thcse figures that (he concentration of Sb aloms decrea;,es almost linearly. It is

important to note that, more linear thc concentration profile, curve, the melt is more

homogcneous, i.e., the linearity of the conecntmtion profiles curve, arc !he representation

of the l1(1mogeneity 01'the melt. The eompan>Otl of the conecntration profiles for different
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cooling rates willicad us to a remarkable result. Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between

the concentration profiles of Sb atoms in GaSb solution fOf different cooling rates 3K1min

(__ ) and O.JK/min (.. ..j respectively. From the figure it can be concluded that the

concentration profile is more linear for the lower cooling rate - which means that the melt

becomes more homogeneous at lower cooling rates. At higher cooling rates the

concentration of solution decreases more rapIdly ncar the growing interface, which means

Ihm the melt is not homogeneous. Homogeneol.ls melt is necessary for growing a perfect

crystal, because if the melt is inhomogeneous, defects may be occurred in the crystals. And

that's why lower cooling rate is preferable ror growing such a layer thickness,

Figure 5.G shows plots of thickness of the GaSh layer grown versus time for

different cooling ratcs of 0.3 K!min, 1 K/min and 3 Klmin. From the Jigurc, we can see that

the growth is more for higher cooling rate for a particular growth time. On the other hand,

figure 5.7 is the representation ofthlckncss of the GaSh layer grown versus temperature for

different cooling ratcs of 0.3 K!min, jK/min and 3 K/min, It can be concluded from thc

figure that the gro\~1h is mOrCfor lower cooling rate for a particular tempcrature. II happcns

because the lower cooling rate wi]] take a longer time to be cooled to a particular

temperature.

Figure 5.8 compares our theoretical calculations on the average thickness of

GaSb grown with reported experimental values when the cooling rate is 0.3 Klmin and at

the equilibrium temperature To = 823K. It is obscrved from these figures that our

theoretical findings have shown good agreements with the values.
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5.2 Gallium Phosphide (GaP)

In the numerical 5tudie.~of gallium phosphide (GaP) by liquid phase epitaxy,

(he value of diffusion coefficient of phosphorus (P) atoms in Ga-rich sollJlion has been

used as 2.12xlO-5 cm2/sec (Kuo and Eknoyan 19113)and the equilibrium temperature has

been taken as T, = 1118K. An equation for the cqllilibrillill concenlrallOn of phosphorus

atoms has been developed by using the solubility data repOlted in the literature (Ilall 1963)

aml by using tile e'lllation 4.2 (Astles /990), as,

(5.3)

wbere T is the substrate temperature in Kelvin at any given instant of time. This equatIon

represents Ga-P 1iquidslme on the Ga-rich sale at the temperature range IaOOKto IISOK.

Tn our present work we have constructed the concenlra\lon prolile> of

Pho,phoms atoms in thc Ga-rich solution in front of the growing crystal interface,

caleulated the thickness of the layer as a limction of time and as limetion of temperature,

the dimensionless concentration parameter is also calculaled. Also our theoretical result has

been compared with the reported cxpelimenlal values. Our results are represented in the

figures as shown below

The phosphorus ,hmensionless concenlratlOn in thc Ga-rich melt al diITerent

growth limcs and a cooling rate of 5 Kimill has becn shown in Figure 5.13 It has becn

observed that the dimensionless concenlrallon profiles have been filled almost perfectly by

(Wilcox 1982),

•



c -c [ ", - exp - 2.3270047 + 2.1793578 I"

C -c (DI) ..o ,

for times up to 20 minutes.

,],1.605883-m (5.4)

5.2.1 RESUL TS AND D1SCUSSION

FigClre, 5.9, 5.10 and 5 II show the concentration profiles of P atoms in GaP

solution for (Jifferent cooling rates O.SK/min, lKJrnin and 5K1min respectively. Jt is seen

from these figures that the concentration of the P atoms decreases almost linearly, Figl.lre

5.12 shows the comparison between the concentratIon proliks ofP atoms in GaP solution

for different cooling rates 5K/min(--) and O.5K/min( J respectively. rrOID the

figure it can be concluded (hal the concentra\lon profile is more linear for the lower cooling

rate _ which means that the melt become,> morc homogeneous at lower cooling rates. At

higher cooling rates the eonecntration ofP atoms decreases more rapidly near the growing

interface, which means that thc melt is not homogeneous and that's why lower cooling rate

is prcferable for growing such a layer thickness.

Figure 5.13 is the representation of the dimensionless concentration profiles of

phosphorus atoms at different growth temperatures in the GaP solution at the cooling rate

5 K/rnm. From the figure, it is seen that the dimensionless concentration parameter can

have the values which vary from 0 to I. From the figures the dimensionless concentration

parameter are calculated which are given by the equation 5.4

Figure 5.14 is the plots of thickncss of the GaP laycr grown versus time for

different cooling rates of 05K/min, and 1 K/min. From the figure, we can see that the

growth is morc when the cooling rate is morC tor a pmticular growth time,

•
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Figure 5.15 is the plots ofthickllCSS of the GaP layer grown versus temperature [or

different cooling rates of 0.5 K/min, amI 1Klmin. It can be concluded from these figures

that the growth is more when the cooling rate is less for a particular temperature.

Figure 5.] 6 compares our theoretical calculations on the average thiclrness of

GaP grown with reporied experimental and theoretical values when the cooling rate 15

lKlmin and at the equilibrium temperature TE= 1118. H l<; observed from the figure that

our theoretical findings have shown good agreements "'llh the values.
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS

One dimensional numerical simulation teclmique has been employed for the study

of liquid phase epitaxial growth of binary III-V compound semiconductors (GaSh and

GaP). The concentration profiles have been constructed along the distance perpendicular to

the substrate in rront of the gro",ing crystal interface. The concentration profiles studles

have shown thai concentrations of the Sb and P atoms decrease~ almost linearly and the

concentration profile is more linear for the lower cooling rale - which means that the melt

becomes more homogeneous at lower cooling rates. At higher cooling rates (he

concentration of Sb and P aloms decrease more rapidly ncar the grmving interface, which

means that the melt is not homogeneous; and that's why lower cooling rate is preferable for

growing such a layer thickness. Thc thickness of (he layer grown have been uetennineu as

a function of time and temperature respectively ami i( is concluded that the growlh is more

when the cooling rate is more for a particular growth (imc, whereas the growth is more

when the eoolitlg rate is less I()[ a partienlar temper<l(ure. Our theoretical calculations on

the average thickness of GaSb and GaP gro"m have been compared with the reported

experimental and theorelical values and it is observeu that our theoretical findings have

shown good agreements with the values.

•
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